Social stereotypes provide a basis for making guesses about others' unknown characteristics. We conducted four studies examining the role of perceived category fit in this process. Disconfirming a particular group stereotype should reduce a target's perceived category fit and, consequently, other distinct stereotypes about the category should seem less applicable to the target. Study 1 focused on targets' fit to a single category. Studies 2-4 explored the more complex case of multiply categorizable targets. In these studies, targets' behavior had contrasting implications for their racial and gender fit. Behavior implying high racial fit also implied low gender fit, and vice versa. All four studies supported the prediction that fit moderates stereotyping. Perceivers were sensitive to fit cues even in the case of complex, multifaceted targets. Thus, behavior disconfirming one particular stereotype can moderate the perceived fit of multiple social categories. Stereotype application is attuned to these contextual variations in fit.
Stereotypes can serve multiple functions in social perception. Several theorists suggest that stereotypes can guide the categorization process (e.g., Bruner, 1957; Fiske, Lin, & Neuberg, 1999; Oakes, Turner, & Haslam, 1991) . For example, Bruner argued that categorization depends upon the degree of fit between individual features and category-based expectations (i.e., stereotypes). Along these lines, in their continuum model of impression formation, Fiske et al. (1999) proposed that when a target's features and behavior are consistent with a salient social category ("informational fit"), this category is likely to dictate impression formation; however, when fit is poor, impressions of the target are more likely to be individuated rather than categorical. Working within the social identity tradition, Oakes et al. (1991) argued that when targets' behavior aligns with stereotypical expectations regarding a relevant social identity ("normative fit"), the targets are likely to be categorized in terms of that social identity. In short, stereotypic behavior invites and reinforces social categorization.
Another frequently discussed role for stereotypes lies in their inductive potential; that is, stereotypes provide a means for "going beyond the information given" (Bruner, 1957) . There are at least two distinct ways in which this induction occurs. We use the term extrapolative stereotyping to refer to cases in which group members are perceived as being more likely to have group-typical qualities on trait dimensions for which no directly relevant evidence is available. This form of stereotyping can be contrasted with cases of interpolative stereotyping, in which judgments concern traits for which directly relevant behavioral evidence is available, but the interpretation of that evidence (e.g., in terms of its extremity, specific connotation, or underlying causes) is biased by stereotypic expectations. For example, race stereotypes can affect the perception of hostility in facial displays (Hugenberg & Bodenhausen, 2003; Hutchings & Haddock, 2008) , provided that the facial cues provide ambiguous evidence of anger. Studies of this sort indicate that stereotypes can influence social judgments by biasing the interpretation of judgment-relevant evidence.
In contrast, the present research was designed to investigate the role of categorical fit in modulating the occurrence of extrapolative stereotyping. For example, imagine an Asian-American student whose schoolwork does (or does not) reflect a talent for science and mathematics, thereby confirming (or not) a common stereotype about Asian Americans. To what extent do such variations in category fit influence inferences about stereotypical traits for which no relevant data are directly available (e.g., experience in martial arts)? The theoretical perspectives outlined above clearly imply that extrapolative stereotyping of the Asian target should be enhanced when higher levels of fit are established by behavioral evidence and undermined when such evidence suggests lower levels of category fit. However, direct evidence for this hypothesis is limited. Certainly, several studies have confirmed that fit modulates category salience (e.g., Fiske, Neuberg, Beattie, & Milberg, 1987; Hugenberg & Bodenhausen, 2004; Oakes et al., 1991) , and quite a few studies have examined the role of a target's categorical prototypicality (especially visual-appearance-related prototypicality) in moderating evaluative biases (e.g., Eberhardt, Davies, Purdie-Vaughns, & Johnson, 2006; Ma & Correll, 2011) , but the present studies focus on the understudied phenomenon of extrapolative stereotype application, specifically in response to behavioral cues suggesting low versus high category fit.
The question of how fit relates to extrapolative stereotyping becomes more complicated when one considers the phenomenon of multiple social categorization (e.g., Kang & Bodenhausen, 2015) . Humans invariably possess multiple potential bases for social categorization, including ones that are typically readily visible (e.g., gender, race, age) as well as more concealable ones (e.g., religion, sexual orientation). As we have noted, an individual's behavior may establish fit with a particular categorical identity, thereby selecting this category as a focus of attention. Stereotype activation is assumed to follow from category selection (for a review, see Bodenhausen, Todd, & Becker, 2007) . For example, Macrae, Bodenhausen, and Milne (1995) revealed that when an Asian woman was seen applying makeup (normative for women), stereotypes associated with the target's gender category were more likely to be salient, whereas when the same woman was seen eating rice with chopsticks (normative for Asians), stereotypes associated with her race were more likely to be salient. The Macrae et al. research examined stereotype activation, but it did not provide evidence regarding the actual application of stereotypes in social impressions. The present studies sought to examine the role of category fit in determining the nature of extrapolative stereotyping of multiply categorizable targets.
Relatively little is known about extrapolative stereotype application regarding multiply categorizable targets. Pittinsky, Shih, and Trahan (2006) found that stereotyping of an Asian-American woman could be directed more toward gender (or more toward race) by directly cuing gender (or race) via subtle manipulations in the target's e-mail address. Similarly, van Rijswijk and Ellemers (2002) directly manipulated the salience of a particular category (academic major or university affiliation) and this manipulation selectively directed stereotyping of a target for whom both types of identity were potentially applicable. In contrast to this earlier research, the present studies examined whether the degree of category fit implied by a target's behavior (rather than direct cuing of a particular category) could play a role in guiding stereotyping. For example, an Asian woman who performs well in math tasks is displaying fit with respect to her racial identity but not with respect to her gender identity. We therefore predict that this target should be subject to greater extrapolative stereotyping in terms of Asian stereotypes that are conceptually unrelated to math skill, but less subject to stereotyping in terms of gender stereotypes that are unrelated to math skills (compared to when the same target has performed poorly in math-related domains). This is an interesting case because the same behavior (e.g., strong math performance) is stereotypic of one identity (Asian) but counter-stereotypic of the other (female). Before delving into this scenario, we first examine a simpler case in which there is no inherent contradiction between the salient identities of a target in terms of the category fit of available behavioral evidence. Then, in Studies 2-4, we turn our attention to the case where two competing identity categories may carry conflicting normative expectations.
STUDY 1
In this study, we consider the case of an Asian man or a White woman who performs in ways consistent with or contrary to stereotypes about their racial or gender group, respectively. Under our hypothesis, an Asian man who shows poor technical skills should be less likely to be racially stereotyped, and one who shows strong technical skills should be more likely to be stereotyped, in terms of stereotypical Asian traits unrelated to technical ability (compared to if the target's technical skill-and hence category fit-is unknown). Similarly, a White woman who performs socially cold behaviors should be less susceptible, and one who performs socially warm behaviors should be more susceptible, to gender stereotyping on warmth-unrelated stereotypically female traits (compared to when the warmth/coldness of the target is unknown).
METHOD

Participants and Design
Fifty-two students (16 men, 36 women; M age = 18.67, SD age = 0.83; 63.5% White, 19.2% Hispanic/Latino, 11.5% Black, 3.8% multiracial, 1.9% Native American) from an introductory psychology subject pool at Northwestern University participated in exchange for partial course credit. Participants were randomly assigned to learn information about an Asian man and a White woman that either fit or did not fit with stereotypes about their racial and gender groups, respectively. Separately for each of these focal targets, participants were randomly assigned to fit condition. Participants made ratings about the targets both before and after they learned the fit information. Thus, we utilized a 2 (Time: Baseline, Post-update) × 2 (Category fit: Low, High) mixed factorial design with Time as a within-subjects factor and Category fit as a between-subjects factor for both targets. For all studies, sample size was determined by the number of students that signed up to participate by the end of the academic term, with a goal of a minimum of 25 participants per between-subjects cell.
Experimental Materials and Procedure
Participants came into the lab in groups of up to four people and provided informed consent. Participants were told that the goal of the study was to examine how people form impressions of others using small amounts of information, such as what might be available on social networking websites; this cover story was utilized in all studies.
Profile Viewing Phase. Participants first viewed four profiles of students said to be enrolled at a large university. Presented in a random order, participants viewed profiles of a White woman and an Asian man, among two filler profiles. One of two possible pictures of White women and one of two possible pictures of Asian men were randomly determined to be shown in the profiles of interest. Profiles were modeled after Twitter profiles and included the target's picture, initials, hometown, and bio sections (see supplemental materials for an example profile). We used initials to identify the targets because we wanted to avoid inadvertently emphasizing the target's gender (or race) by using names, which connote these group memberships to varying extents, and which can themselves convey namespecific stereotypes (Kasof, 1993) . Participants viewed each profile two times (profiles were presented onscreen for 30 seconds for the first presentation and then for 20 seconds) and answered questions about the individuals in the profiles after each viewing to confirm that they could correctly identify the targets when answering questions later in the study.
Baseline Stereotyping. Participants then made baseline likelihood judgments (1 = Very Unlikely, 7 = Very Likely) about three of the individuals (always including the White woman and Asian man). To assess stereotypes of women (see Broverman, Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson, & Rosenkrantz, 1972; Cash & Brown, 1989; Swim, 1994) , participants rated the likelihood that the White woman liked shopping, was on a diet, liked romantic comedies, and had high verbal skills (α = .70). To assess Asian racial stereotypes (e.g., the perpetual-foreigner stereotype; Aoki & Mio, 2009; Cheryan & Monin, 2005) , participants rated the likelihood that the Asian man had studied martial arts, was involved in an Asian-American student group, and had grandparents who were born in the United States (reverse-scored; α = .66). Importantly, the profiles did not provide any direct evidence regarding these characteristics. Thus, higher scores on these scales indicate greater application of gender and racial stereotypes to the White woman and the Asian-American man, respectively. Because the category fit manipulation involved information about the warmth of the White woman and the academic success of the Asian man, participants were also asked to rate these characteristics as a manipulation check.
Category Fit Manipulation. After the baseline ratings, we manipulated category fit with randomly assigned "status updates." Specifically, all participants read three actions taken by the different targets (see supplemental materials for the text of the experimental manipulations). One action was always neutral and non-diagnostic for warmth or competence (e.g., going for bike rides in the park). Gender fit was manipulated for the White woman via updates indicating socially warm or cold actions (adapted from Judd, James-Hawkins, Yzerbyt, & Kashima, 2005) . In the high-gender fit condition, the target enacted two warm behaviors (e.g., greeting friends with a hug). In the low-gender fit condition, the target enacted two cold behaviors (e.g., not responding to classmates' greetings). Racial fit was manipulated for the Asian man via updates about mathematical/technical aptitude. In the high-racial fit condition, the Asian man was interested in and excelled in mathematical courses (e.g., receiving an A in a calculus exam). In the low-racial fit condition, the Asian man was not interested in and did poorly in mathematical courses (e.g., receiving a D in a calculus exam).
Post-Update Stereotyping. After reading the updates, participants completed the likelihood ratings again (Asian man: α = .79; White woman: α = .62), reported their own demographics, and were debriefed.
RESULTS
Analysis Strategy
No participants were excluded from analyses of the White female target (26 lowgender fit condition, 26 high-gender fit condition) or the Asian male target (19 low-racial fit condition, 33 high-racial fit condition). 1 We conducted a series of 2 (Time: Baseline, Post-update) × 2 (Category fit: High, Low) mixed-design ANOVAs on the likelihood ratings. For all studies, we include generalized eta-squared (h 2 G ) statistics for omnibus tests and Cohen's d for planned comparison follow-up tests (see Bakeman, 2005; Cumming, 2012; Lakens, 2013; Olejnik & Algina, 2003) . Within-subject 95% confidence intervals around the cell means are reported (see Cousineau, 2005; Morey, 2008) . For all studies, we have reported all outcome measures, conditions, and exclusions. Extrapolative Stereotyping. Next we examined the extrapolative gender-stereotyping index. Results revealed the expected interaction between Category fit and 1. Random assignment produced somewhat unbalanced sample sizes per condition for the Asian male target. However, this lack of balance did not influence ANOVA assumptions (e.g., assumptions of homogeneity and sphericity were met).
WHITE FEMALE TARGET
Time, F(1, 50) = 34.40, p < .001, h 2 G = .14. As shown in Figure 1a , follow-up analyses revealed that participants who learned that the female target behaved warmly (high-fit condition) applied more unrelated gender stereotypes at the post-update rating, compared to baseline ratings, F(1, 50) = 15.53, p < .001, d = 0.69. Conversely, participants who learned that the target did not behave warmly (low-fit condition) applied fewer gender stereotypes at the post-update rating, compared to baseline ratings, F(1, 50) = 18.95, p < .001, d = 0.92. That is, participants were less likely to apply unrelated gender stereotypes (e.g., dieting) after learning about the target's cold behavior (low fit), whereas participants were more likely to apply unrelated gender stereotypes after learning about the target's warm behavior (high fit).
ASIAN MALE TARGET
Manipulation Check. As a manipulation check, we examined ratings of how good the Asian male target's grades were. Results revealed main effects of Category fit, F(1, 50) = 102.31, p < .001, h Figure 1b , after learning about the target's math-related deficits (low fit), participants applied fewer unrelated stereotypes about Asian Americans (e.g., studying martial arts), compared to baseline ratings, F(1, 50) = 15.59, p < .001, d = 0.62. However, unexpectedly, learning that the Asian target was mathematically skilled (high fit) did not significantly increase the tendency to apply math-unrelated racial stereotypes, F(1, 50) < 1, p = .780, d = 0.03.
DISCUSSION
Study 1 provided initial evidence that category fit can moderate extrapolative stereotyping. Specifically, when participants learned that a (White) woman behaved warmly (high gender fit), they were more likely to assume that she possessed other stereotypically feminine traits (e.g., likes shopping), whereas when she was discovered to behave coolly (low gender fit), she was less likely to be stereotyped in these other gendered ways. Similarly, an Asian male target discovered to be lacking in mathematical prowess (low racial fit) was less likely to be racially stereotyped in logically unrelated domains (e.g., studying martial arts). However, unexpectedly, an Asian male target discovered to possess mathematical prowess (high racial fit) was no more likely to be stereotyped in terms of other racial characteristics, compared to when no information about math skills/interests was known.
One plausible interpretation of this asymmetry is that participants assumed that the Asian target possessed a high level of racial fit from the outset, even in the absence of any corroborating information. The common expectation of homogeneity for racial out-groups (see Haslam, Rothschild, & Ernst, 2000) suggests that high category fit may often be perceivers' default expectation in the case of race. In line with this possibility, our manipulation check showed that expectations about the Asian target's grades were already quite high even before any information about mathematical ability was learned. Moreover, the effect of the high-fit update (high math skill/interest) on ratings of the target's academic ability was markedly smaller in magnitude than the effect of the low-fit update. In contrast, the effects of high versus low warmth updates on perceptions of the female target were more symmetric. Given that most perceivers have extensive personal experience with women, this category may be viewed as more heterogeneous than a racial outgroup, and hence both high-and low-fit updates about the female target were relatively informative and influential in modulating extrapolative gender stereotyping, whereas only low-fit updates appeared to influence extrapolative racial stereotyping.
STUDY 2
In Study 2 we explored whether category fit can influence the extrapolative stereotyping of a multiply categorizable target when the salient identities imply conflicting normative expectations. Specifically, we sought to examine individuals' ratings of an Asian-American woman's warmth after receiving information about the target's performance on a math test. As one of the fundamental dimensions of social perception, warmth plays a central role in impression formation (Kelley, 1950; see Abele & Wojciszke, 2013) ; thus, it constitutes a particularly significant arena for extrapolative stereotyping. Note that, because of the opposing group stereotypes involved, the same behavior that signals high racial fit also signals low gender fit, and vice versa. That is, women are stereotyped as being relatively warm, whereas Asian Americans are stereotyped as relatively cold (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002) . For simplicity, we refer to the two conditions in terms of the "high fit" side of this equation (i.e., strong math performance = racial fit, poor math performance = gender fit). We predicted that if the Asian female target performs poorly on a math test (gender fit), participants will rate her as warmer (despite the contradictory stereotype that Asians are not warm). In contrast, if she performs well on the test (racial fit), participants should rate her as less warm (despite the contradictory stereotype that women are indeed warm). However, given the findings of Study 1, this second hypothesis is advanced more tentatively; if an Asian American's high racial fit is assumed by default, then specific information confirming racial fit (strong math performance) may have little impact in increasing endorsement of the racial stereotype that Asians are not warm.
METHOD
Participants and Design
Fifty-three students (27 men, 26 women; M age = 19.02, SD age = 1.14; 66.0% White, 18.9% Hispanic/Latino, 7.5% Black, 5.7% multiracial, 1.9% Native American) from an introductory psychology subject pool at Northwestern University participated in exchange for partial course credit. Participants were randomly assigned to learn information about an Asian woman that fit with stereotypes about her racial or gender group. Participants made ratings about the targets both before and after they learned the fit information. Thus, we utilized a 2 (Time: Baseline, Post-update) × 2 (Category fit: Racial fit, Gender fit) mixed factorial design.
Experimental Materials and Procedure
Similar to Study 1, participants provided informed consent and viewed several alleged profiles.
Profile Viewing Phase. The profile presentation procedure was very similar to Study 1, with the following differences: in Study 2, participants viewed six profiles (one Asian-American woman and five filler profiles), each profile was shown for 25 seconds and then 20 seconds after the initial profile recall questions, and the profiles included an explicit listing of each target's race and gender. The profile of interest was an Asian-American female student; one of two possible pictures portrayed the Asian woman.
Baseline Stereotyping. Participants made baseline judgments about the Asian female target and three of the filler targets. Participants rated the Asian woman on two stereotypically relevant traits, intelligence (1 = Unintelligent, 7 = Intelligent) and social warmth (1 = Socially Cold, 7 = Socially Warm).
Category Fit Manipulation. After making baseline trait ratings of the Asian female target and filler profile targets, participants then read status updates from the individuals, appearing in random order. The filler targets' status updates included information about mundane activities, such as playing in an intramural basketball game. The status update from the Asian female target provided the fit manipulation; participants were randomly assigned to read an update that portrayed either good (racial fit) or poor (gender fit) performance on a recent math test (see supplemental materials for the experimental manipulation text). Thus, we manipulated whether the multiply categorizable target displayed greater fit with her racial category or her gender category.
Post-Update Stereotyping. After the update, participants again rated the Asian female target on warmth and intelligence as well as rated the filler targets. Finally, participants reported their own demographic information and were debriefed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
No participants were excluded from analyses (24 racial fit condition, 29 gender fit condition). We conducted 2 (Time: Baseline, Post-update) × 2 (Category fit: Racial fit, Gender fit) mixed-design ANOVAs. Category fit and Time, F(1, 51) = 5.80, p = .020, h 2 G = .02. Overall, individuals in the gender fit condition rated the target as warmer (M = 4.72, SD = 1.07) than individuals in the racial fit condition (M = 4.06, SD = 1.07). Follow-up analyses revealed that participants who learned that the target failed the math test (gender fit condition) rated her as more socially warm at the post-update rating, compared to baseline assessments, F(1, 51) = 6.24, p = .016, d = 0.40. However, ratings of warmth were not significantly influenced in the racial fit condition, wherein math performance was discovered to be high, F(1, 51) < 1, p = .331, d = 0.18. Thus, gender-fit information led to ratings of the multiply categorizable target more in line with gender stereotypes, whereas racial-fit information did not significantly affect perceived warmth. These results suggest that when a racial minority target exhibits behavior fitting with racial group expectations (in this case, an Asian American doing well on a math test), this information is considered relatively uninformative and produces no significant adjustment of already-stereotypic impressions of the target. That is, the target's race may have been a more salient, default focus of perceivers' impressions, compared to her gender. Taken together, Studies 1 and 2 indicate that Asian targets are assumed as high in racial fit by default and that a category with contradictory inferential implications (i.e., "woman") has little impact on impressions when high racial fit is confirmed by behavioral evidence. However, given that stereotypes of "Asian-American women" are highly similar to stereotypes of "Asian Americans" (see Ghavami & Peplau, 2012) , an alternative possibility is that this apparent dominance of racial stereotyping in initial impressions instead reflects stereotypes of the intersection of her racial and gender categories (as an "Asian-American woman"). We return to the question of how intersectionality (see Cole, 2009; Remedios & Snyder, 2015) may influence the interpretation of results in the General Discussion.
As noted, extrapolative inferences regarding warmth were the focus of Study 2 because this is one of the fundamental dimensions of social perception (e.g., Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007) . The fit manipulation (strong/weak academic performance) had a direct connection to the other fundamental dimension, competence. Thus, one virtue of Study 2 is that it focuses on the two foundational dimensions of social perception. However, these two dimensions can work in a compensatory way (Judd et al., 2005; Kervyn, Yzerbyt, Judd, & Nunes, 2009) , such that high competence can lead to inferences of low warmth and vice versa. In the third study, we sought to replicate the basic phenomenon, but with extrapolative stereotypes that have no compensatory relationship or logical connection to the manipulation information.
STUDY 3
The main aim of Study 3 was to assess perceptions of Asian Americans (Study 3a) and women (Study 3b) that are not directly related to warmth or competence, but which are still clearly related to stereotypes about these demographic groups. Further, we employed the subtle presentation of the target's race and gender uti-lized in Study 1. That is, unlike Study 2, no explicit reference to the target's gender and race was presented in the ostensible profile; rather, this information had to be gleaned from the target's picture alone. Based on our original hypotheses, we predict that when the target's behavior exhibits gender fit, participants will apply extrapolative gender stereotypes more and racial stereotypes less, whereas when the target's behavior exhibits racial fit, participants will apply extrapolative racial stereotypes more but gender stereotypes less. However, given the consistent pattern detected in the Studies 1-2, high-racial fit information may have little effect on racially stereotypic judgments of the Asian woman (which, as noted, may be assumed by default, in the absence of any fit information).
METHOD
Participants and Design
Participants from introductory psychology subject pools at Northwestern University participated in exchange for partial course credit. Study 3a included 57 students (21 men, 36 women; M age = 18.40, SD age = 0.90; 47.4% White, 17.5% Hispanic/ Latino, 21.1% Asian, 7.0% Black, 7.0% multiracial). Study 3b included a separate sample of 44 students (12 men, 32 women; M age = 18.52, SD age = 0.70; 77.3% White, 6.8% Hispanic/Latino, 4.5% Asian, 4.5% Black, 6.8% multiracial). As in Study 2, we utilized a 2 (Time: Baseline, Post-update) × 2 (Category fit: Racial fit, Gender fit) mixed factorial design.
Experimental Materials and Procedure
After informed consent, participants were given the same cover story and completed a very similar procedure as was used in Studies 1 and 2.
Profile Viewing Phase. As in Studies 1 and 2, participants viewed all profiles (each profile was shown for 30 seconds in Study 3a and 25 seconds in Study 3b) and then answered questions to ensure that they knew the social group memberships of each profile target and could identify them when answering questions later in the study. As in Study 2, an Asian woman was the target profile of interest (the picture was randomly selected for each participant). In Study 3a, participants then were shown the profiles again for a shorter amount of time (20 seconds each) and answered questions about the profiles again. Participants in Study 3b did not complete a second profile-learning block; this is because when the update information was presented, the profile picture was also onscreen (rather than just the text of the update). Thus, we considered it less likely that participants would not remember the target's race and gender.
Baseline Stereotyping. After completing the profile-viewing phase, participants then made baseline judgments (1 = Very unlikely, 7 = Very likely) about the Asian female target and two filler targets. Study 3a assessed extrapolative stereotypes of Asian Americans (i.e., likelihood that the target has studied martial arts and the target was involved with an Asian-American student group). Items were averaged to create a composite of extrapolative racial stereotyping (r = .32, p = .014). Study 3b assessed an extrapolative stereotype of women: estimates that the target was currently on a diet, a trait which is not associated with stereotypes about Asian Americans. Ratings of the likelihood that the Asian woman earns good grades (Study 3a) and ratings of her intelligence (Study 3b; 1 = Very Unintelligent, 7 = Very Intelligent) provided manipulation checks.
Category Fit Manipulation. Then participants read the updates of the Asian female target and filler profiles in random order. As in Studies 1 and 2, the Asian female target's status update was randomly assigned to indicate her proficiencies and interest in mathematical/technical fields (racial fit condition) or her deficits/ lack of interest in mathematical/technical fields (gender fit condition).
Post-Update Stereotyping. Participants completed the trait ratings again (racial stereotyping scale: r = .27, p = .041). Finally, participants reported their own demographics and were debriefed.
RESULTS
Study 3a
No participants were excluded from analyses (25 racial fit condition, 32 gender fit condition). We conducted 2 (Time: Baseline, Post-update) × 2 (Category fit: Racial fit, Gender fit) mixed-design ANOVAs on the likelihood ratings. Figure 3a and aligned with predictions, participants in the gender fit condition applied fewer racial stereotypes to the Asian woman at the post-update rating, compared with baseline ratings, F(1, 55) = 30.28, p < .001, d = 0.98. However, information that the target's behavior was aligned with racial stereotypes did not influence participants' ratings of the target along different racial stereotype dimensions, F(1, 55) < 1, p = .731, d = 0.06. Once again, participants did not update their perceptions of the racial minority target, in terms of race-specific stereotypes, after learning about behavior that explicitly bolstered the target's fit to the racial category.
Study 3b
Three participants were removed from analyses (one from the racial fit condition and two from the gender fit condition) due to failing to accurately identify the Asian female target's race and/or gender at the end of the study.
2 Thus, the final sample included 41 participants (20 racial fit condition, 21 gender fit condition). = .02. The main effect revealed that participants in the racial fit condition (M = 3.20, SD = 1.07) rated the target as less likely to be on a diet than participants in the gender fit condition (M = 4.00, SD = 1.17). Decomposing the significant interaction (see Figure 3b ) confirmed that participants in the racial fit condition rated the target as less likely to be on a diet at the post-update rating, compared to the baseline rating, F(1, 39) = 4.61, p = .038, d = 0.36. However, although the means were in the predicted direction, the effect of the status update was not statistically significant in the gender fit condition, F(1, 39) = 2.47, p = .124, d = 0.23.
DISCUSSION
Overall, consistent with predictions and Studies 1 and 2, information about behavior consistent with gender stereotypes (and inconsistent with racial stereotypes) elicited less racial stereotyping of an Asian female target. Further, information about behavior consistent with racial stereotypes (and inconsistent with gender stereotypes) elicited less gender stereotyping of an Asian female target. Because the racial fit condition is also a gender non-fit condition and gender fit also implies racial non-fit, the reduced racial and gender stereotyping revealed in Studies 3a and 3b may have been driven more by the fact that the target did not fit standard expectations for Asian Americans and women, respectively, than by the fact that the target did fit expectations for the alternative category. These results suggest that failure to fit standard expectations of a group may be relatively more impactful in influencing the application of extrapolative stereotypes about that group, compared with information that a target does fit expectations. Overall, these results suggest that behavioral information confirming category fit may play a less powerful role in moderating extrapolative stereotyping than does information establishing non-fit.
STUDY 4
A primary aim of Study 4 was to address a potential alternative explanation for Studies 1-3-namely that information regarding a person's degree of mathematical prowess may activate a particular set of stereotypes that are independent of race and gender. That is, there may be general stereotypes about people who are good (or bad) at math, and perhaps we were inadvertently tapping into those stereotypes, rather than extrapolative stereotyping based on race or gender. If this were the case, then any target who is described as good at math (for example) should be stereotyped similarly, regardless of whether or not the person is an Asian woman. Thus, in our final study we included a White male target who was revealed to perform either poorly or well in mathematical/technical fields and assessed whether the same stereotypes were applied to this target. A secondary aim was to replicate the results of Study 3 within one sample of participants, rather than in two separate subsamples. Specifically, utilizing a different stereotype (social warmth) to manipulate fit information than in Studies 1-3, we sought to ex- plore whether racial non-fit reduces racial stereotyping and gender non-fit reduces gender stereotyping of an Asian-American woman. Based on the results of Studies 1-3, we predicted that if the Asian female target's behavior exhibits non-fit with respect to her racial category, participants will apply fewer extrapolative racial stereotypes, whereas if her behavior exhibits non-fit with respect to her gender category, participants will apply fewer extrapolative gender stereotypes. We do not expect information about a White male target's interest/proficiency in mathematics to influence the application of unrelated traits that are stereotypic of Asian Americans to him.
METHOD
Participants and Design
Ninety-four students (74 men, 20 women; M age = 19.66, SD age = 2.07; 83.0% White, 14.9% Asian, 1.1% Black, 1.1% did not report their race) from an introductory psychology subject pool at Ohio State University participated in exchange for partial course credit. All participants had lived in the United States for at least the previous 5 years. We utilized a 2 (Time: Baseline, Post-update) × 2 (Category fit: Racial fit, Gender fit) mixed factorial design for the Asian female target and a 2 (Time: Baseline, Post-update) × 2 (Mathematical performance: Mathematical deficiency, Mathematical proficiency) mixed factorial design for the White male target. As in Study 1, the fit manipulations for the Asian female target and the White male target were randomly assigned and completely independent of one another (i.e., not yoked).
Experimental Materials and Procedure
After providing informed consent, participants received the same cover story as in Studies 1-3.
Profile Viewing Phase. Study 4 utilized the same procedure as Study 3a to present the profiles and assess participants' knowledge of the profiles. One profile featured an Asian woman, another featured a White man, and there were two filler profiles.
Baseline Stereotyping. Participants then made baseline judgments (1 = Very unlikely, 7 = Very likely) about the Asian female target, the White male target, and one filler (White female) target. Participants indicated the likelihood that the Asian female target enjoyed (a) clothes shopping and (b) romantic comedies to assess extrapolative gender stereotyping (r = .34, p < .001). To assess extrapolative racial stereotyping, participants rated the likelihood that her grandparents were born in the United States (reverse-coded). A social warmth rating provided the manipulation check.
To test for the alternative explanation that the results revealed in Studies 1-3 were attributable to general stereotypes about high-achieving students, rather than stereotypes about Asian Americans, we assessed possible extrapolative ste-reotyping for White men. Particularly, participants were asked the likelihood that the White male target had studied martial arts and that his grandparents were born in the United States (reverse-coded). Although these items were reliably correlated at the baseline ratings (r = .22, p = .032), this was not the case after the status update (r = .00, p = .978); thus, we did not create an extrapolative stereotyping index for the White male target and analyzed each item separately. A math ability rating provided the manipulation check.
Category Fit Manipulation.
Participants then read the status updates of the targets in random order. We manipulated the Asian female target's category fit with the social warmth manipulation from Study 1. Participants were randomly assigned to learn that the Asian woman behaved warmly (gender fit) or coldly (racial fit). The White male target's status update was randomly assigned to indicate proficiencies/interest in mathematical fields (mathematical proficiency condition) or deficits/lack of interest in mathematical fields (mathematical deficiency condition).
Post-Update Stereotyping. After reading the status updates, participants completed the trait ratings again (Asian woman extrapolative gender stereotyping index: r = .65, p < .001), reported their own demographics, and were debriefed.
RESULTS
No participants were excluded from analyses of the Asian female target (41 racial fit condition, 53 gender fit condition) or the White male target (52 mathematical proficiency condition, 42 mathematical deficiency condition). Degrees of freedom vary slightly across analyses due to missing data for some measures.
Asian Female Target
We conducted 2 (Time: Baseline, Post-update) × 2 (Category fit: Racial fit, Gender fit) mixed-design ANOVAs on the likelihood ratings. See Table 1 Further, participants in the Racial fit condition reported lower perceived warmth at the post-update rating, compared to the baseline rating, F(1, 91) = 95.14, p < .001, d = 2.06. Thus, the social warmth manipulation was effective. Extrapolative Racial Stereotyping. Results of the racial extrapolative stereotyping item revealed the predicted interaction between Category fit and Time, F(1, 92) = 6.16, p = .015, h 2 G = .01. As shown in Table 1 , participants in the Gender fit condition rated the target in less racially stereotypical ways after the update, compared to the baseline rating, F(1, 92) Table 1 , participants in the Racial fit condition (behaving in a socially cold manner) rated the Asian woman in less gender stereotypical ways after the update, compared to baseline ratings, F(1, 92) = 22.99, p < .001, d = 0.67. However, consistent with Study 3b, gender fit information (behaving warmly) did not reliably increase extrapolative gender stereotyping, F(1, 92) = 1.15, p = .287, d = 0.16.
White Male Target
We conducted 2 (Time: Baseline, Post-update) × 2 (Mathematical performance: Mathematical deficiency, Mathematical proficiency) mixed-design ANOVAs on the likelihood ratings. See Table 2 for descriptive characteristics of the likelihood ratings.
Manipulation Check. Examining ratings of the White male target's math ability, results revealed a significant main effect of Mathematical performance, F(1, 92) = 163.24, p < .001, h 2 G = .51, qualified by the predicted interaction between Mathematical performance and Time, F(1, 92) = 255.47, p < .001, h 2 G = .54. Across time points, participants in the Mathematical proficiency condition (M = 5.47, SD = 0.78) rated the target as holding greater math ability, compared to participants in the Mathematical deficiency condition (M = 3.17, SD = 0.97). As expected, in the post-update rating, participants who learned that the target performed poorly on the math test gave lower ratings of the target's math ability, F(1, 92) = 105.10, p < .001, d = 1.86, and participants who learned that the target performed well on the math test gave higher ratings of the target's math ability, F(1, 92) = 156.35, p < .001, d = 2.74, compared to baseline ratings. Thus, the manipulation was effective.
Extrapolative Stereotyping. To explore the possibility that the results of Studies 1-3 reflected extrapolative stereotyping about math ability rather than racial stereotyping per se, we examined the likelihood ratings for the White male target. Results revealed no reliable differences by Mathematical performance, Time, or their interaction for the martial arts item (all ps > .504). Only a marginal main effect of Mathematical performance condition emerged for ratings of the birthplace item, F(1, 92) = 3.28, p = .073, h 2 G = .03, (all other ps > .505). Specifically, regardless of when the target was rated (before or after mathematical performance was known), participants in the Mathematical proficiency condition (M = 2.58, SD = 1.31) rated that the White male target's grandparents were somewhat more likely to not be born in the United States, compared to participants in the Mathematical deficiency condition (M = 2.14, SD = 0.93). Overall, these results are consistent with the hypothesis that our previous results with Asian targets are attributable to extrapolative racial stereotyping rather than a more general high-achieving student stereotype.
DISCUSSION
Utilizing a different stereotype to manipulate gender and racial fit for the Asian female target, Study 4 replicated the pattern of results revealed in Studies 2-3: information that an Asian woman does not behave according to racial stereotypes reduces extrapolative racial stereotype application and information that an Asian woman does not behave according to gender stereotypes reduces extrapolative gender stereotype application. Information that an Asian woman's behavior does fit with stereotypes about a certain category, however, does not elicit greater extrapolative stereotyping about that category. Whereas information that an Asian-American target performs poorly in mathematical/technical domains leads to less extrapolative racial stereotyping (Studies 1-3), no such response was revealed for a White male target's poor mathematical performance in Study 4. This indeed suggests that the results of Studies 1-3 are not attributable to general stereotypes about people who are good (or bad) at math. However, it is important to note that the math performance information may have (dis)confirmed gender stereotypes regarding men and mathematical ability for the White male target, which may influence extrapolative gender stereotyping. That is, had ratings of characteristics stereotypic of men been measured, we would predict that a math-deficient White male target would be rated as less stereotypically male (along math-unrelated dimensions), than a math-proficient White male target.
Interestingly, the sizes of the effects of poor and good mathematical performance on estimates of math ability for a White male target were more equivalent, compared with the manipulation check effect sizes revealed for Asian-American targets in Studies 1-3. Whereas in Studies 1-3, the magnitude of the effect of poor mathematical performance on ratings of an Asian American's math ability/intelligence were markedly larger than the effect of good mathematical performance on these ratings, the magnitude of the effects of poor and good mathematical performance on ratings of a White male target's math ability were quite comparable. This may suggest that individuals typically use race as an initial category for social judgments about racial minority targets and that they assume a high level of racial fit by default, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary. Alternatively, this may reflect participants' strong intersectional stereotypes of Asian-American men and Asian-American women as mathematically inclined (see Ghavami & Peplau, 2012) .
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Across four studies, we found consistent evidence that category fit can moderate extrapolative stereotype application. Study 1 revealed that behavior indicating that a target disconfirmed a particular stereotype about their group (i.e., when a White woman was cold or an Asian male was not mathematically inclined) led to less application of unrelated stereotypes associated with the group in question. Further, for the White female target, behavior indicating that the target confirmed a stereotype about women's warmth led to greater application of unrelated stereotypes about women. Studies 2-4 explored the case of multiply categorizable targets. Results revealed that an Asian female target who ostensibly acted in a manner relatively inconsistent with stereotypes about her racial category (and consistent with stereotypes about her gender category) faced less extrapolative racial stereotyping. Further, an Asian female target who ostensibly acted in a manner relatively inconsistent with stereotypes about her gender category (and consistent with stereotypes about her racial category) faced less extrapolative gender stereotyping.
In general, information conveying high racial fit and high gender fit did not increase extrapolative stereotyping in terms of racial and gender stereotypes, respectively; rather, our results suggest that lack of fit may be more impactful in modulating extrapolative stereotyping. High category fit appears to often be assumed by default. However, Study 1 revealed that establishing high category fit can increase gender stereotyping for a White female target. These findings confirm the tendency of social stereotypes to lead perceivers to "go beyond the information given," but they also show that this process unfolds in a flexible and context-sensitive way, because extrapolative stereotyping of social targets seems to have been dependent on the targets' prototypicality. These findings nicely complement and extend earlier work showing that considerations of fit can influence the salience of social categories (e.g., Macrae et al., 1995; Oakes et al., 1991) and the degree to which evaluative biases are evident in judgments (e.g., Eberhardt et al., 2006) . Presumably the influence of (non)fit information on stereotype application revealed in the present work is driven by changes in category salience, although a direct test of this mechanism is needed and open for future research.
An intriguing alternative, but largely complementary, explanation of the results of the multiply categorizable (Asian-American woman) target is that the target may be initially viewed through the lens of intersectional stereotypes, but further information regarding behavioral fit directs subsequent stereotyping toward the higher-order categories (women, Asian Americans). Given the largely overlapping stereotypes of Asian Americans and Asian-American women (see Ghavami & Peplau, 2012) , the present research cannot disambiguate whether the racial stereotypes reflect a focus on racial category or the intersection of racial and gender categories for the Asian female targets. However, this prior work reveals that stereotypes of women are more similar to stereotypes of White women than Asian women (Ghavami & Peplau, 2012) , perhaps elucidating why establishing high gender fit can increase gender stereotyping of a White female target, but no such increase in gender stereotyping was observed toward Asian female targets. Thus, an important area of future inquiry could examine how fit information influences stereotyping for targets whose intersectional stereotypes are largely distinct from the stereotypes of the superordinate categories (e.g., Black women). The present results would suggest that a Black woman whose behavior does not fit with stereotypes of her gender or racial category should elicit reduced gender or racial stereotyping, respectively; however, this is an open empirical question.
IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Our focus in these studies was on extrapolative stereotyping, in which inferences are made about targets with respect to trait/behavior dimensions for which no direct evidence is available. This is perhaps the starkest form of "going beyond the information given," but it would be equally interesting to examine the role of fit in the process of interpolative stereotyping. Imagine, for example, that social perceivers rated the mathematical skills of a person based on a dossier containing several kinds of relevant evidence (e.g., relevant course grades, etc.). Provided that the evidence is at least somewhat ambiguous and open to interpretation, would the demographics of the candidate matter? More to the present point, would perceptions of a woman's mathematical skills be lower if she confirmed (or did not) gender stereotypes on an unrelated dimension (e.g., "on a diet"), even though the evidence directly relevant to mathematical skills was the same in both cases? Similarly, would an Asian-American job candidate be deemed less tech savvy if he disconfirmed unrelated racial stereotypes? These questions call for further research. More generally, exploring the distinction between extrapolative and interpolative stereotyping, and the extent to which both processes are governed by the same moderators, is a topic that may warrant much more investigation.
One notable aspect of the current research is that the categories we investigated were race and gender, which are thought to be used spontaneously in the categorization of multiply categorizable targets (Stangor, Lynch, Duan, & Glass, 1992) . Given the ready perceptibility of these demographic categories, some have argued that they are basic categories that are processed automatically in person perception and tend to influence judgment more than other potential categorizations (e.g., Brewer, 1988 ). In the current research, we found evidence that presenting information consistent with gender or race can guide stereotyping away from other basic categories with high chronic accessibility (e.g., van Knippenberg, van Twuyver, & Pepels, 1994) . Thus, despite the primacy given to race and gender in person perception, information about a target's behavior can guide stereotyping toward one category and away from the other (see also Macrae et al., 1995) . One interesting direction for future research would be to extend the present findings to cases in which other kinds of categories, including potentially concealable ones, are examined.
LIMITATIONS
One limitation of the present work is that the sample sizes are relatively small. Anticipating potential challenges in recruiting large samples at the primary research site (i.e., a relatively small university), we sought to maximize power by utilizing a mixed-design with pre-and post-test measures of stereotyping. While this may pose a higher risk of demand characteristics, given that we were interested in stereotypes logically unrelated to the manipulated information and that an asymmetry emerged in how low fit (vs. high fit) influenced extrapolative stereotyping, we consider it unlikely that the observed effects are primarily due to demand.
Further, low reliability was present for some stereotype indices (e.g., in Study 1), which is perhaps accounted for by the number of scale items (3 to 4), given that there is a direct relation between Cronbach's alpha and the number of items in a scale. However, another possibility is that extrapolative racial and/or gender stereotyping may not represent unidimensional constructs-a possibility that prior research supports (e.g., Deaux & Lewis, 1984; Six & Eckes, 1991 ; see also Cox & Devine, 2015) . Future work that takes the potential complex structure of these stereotypes more explicitly into account and measures a broader range and number of extrapolative stereotype domains would clarify these possibilities and would add a more nuanced approach to future studies of extrapolative stereotyping.
An additional limitation was the focus on multiply categorizable targets whose gender and racial categories have opposing stereotypes. It is possible that encountering targets having identities associated with contrasting stereotypes may facilitate the inhibition of the non-fitting category that presumably leads to the effects observed in Studies 2-4. However, Study 1 did reveal consistent effects with ratings of targets for whom there were not opposing stereotypes or inherent contradictions between salient identities. Thus, the process does not appear to be only applicable to instances in which different identities have opposing stereotypes. Nevertheless, future work examining how fit information may influence stereotyping of non-prototypical targets whose group stereotypes are not as contradictory is an open and fascinating question.
It is also possible that procedural aspects of the current studies may have promoted the use of stereotypes. The impression formation instructions given to participants could have made comprehension goals salient, which can promote stereotype activation and application when stereotyping is assumed to help with the comprehension goal (Kunda & Spencer, 2003) . Comprehension is arguably the most typical goal orientation perceivers take to the social world, but it is possible that providing participants with different goals (e.g., accuracy instructions) might yield different results. Accuracy motives tend to be more strongly triggered in situations where perceivers expect to interact with targets (Devine, Sedikides, & Fuhrman, 1989) , which was not the case in the present studies. Future research should examine extrapolative stereotyping in the context of actual social interaction. Nevertheless, our focus on social perceivers who attempt to understand information they glean about others through media consumption provides an ana-log to important real-life contexts (including both traditional media and, particularly, the new social media such as Twitter, on which we modeled our procedure).
CONCLUSIONS
Although much current research has turned to a focus on implicit forms of stereotyping, there are undoubtedly many interesting issues concerning the role of stereotypes in explicit judgments and decisions that remain to be investigated. The present research adds to our understanding of how multiply categorizable targets are perceived and, in particular, how an individual's behavior can shape subsequent stereotyping, even in completely unrelated domains. These studies underscore the role of social categories in organizing and streamlining perceivers' social knowledge, allowing them to anticipate a target's as yet undocumented characteristics.
